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ABSTRACT
With the growing importance of corporate viral marketing
campaigns on online social networks, the interest in studies
of influence propagation through networks is higher than
ever. In a viral marketing campaign, a firm initially targets
a small set of pioneers and hopes that they would influence
a sizeable fraction of the population by diffusion of influence
through the network. In general, any marketing campaign
might fail to go viral in the first try. As such, it would
be useful to have some guide to evaluate the effectiveness
of the campaign and judge whether it is worthy of further
resources, and in case the campaign has potential, how to hit
upon a good pioneer who can make the campaign go viral.
In this paper, we present a diffusion model developed by en-
riching the generalized random graph (a.k.a. configuration
model) to provide insight into these questions. We offer
the intuition behind the results on this model, rigorously
proved in [6], and illustrate them here by taking examples
of random networks having prototypical degree distributions
— Poisson degree distribution, which is commonly used as
a kind of benchmark, and Power Law degree distribution,
which is normally used to approximate the real-world net-
works. On these networks, the members are assumed to have
varying attitudes towards propagating the information. We
analyze three cases, in particular — (1) Bernoulli transmis-
sions, when a member influences each of its friend with prob-
ability p; (2) Node percolation, when a member influences
all its friends with probability p and none with probability
1 − p; (3) Coupon-collector transmissions, when a member
randomly selects one of his friends K times with replace-
ment.
We assume that the configuration model is the closest ap-
proximation of a large online social network, when the in-
formation available about the network is very limited. The
key insight offered by this study from a firm’s perspective is
regarding how to evaluate the effectiveness of a marketing
campaign and do cost-benefit analysis by collecting relevant
statistical data from the pioneers it selects. The campaign
evaluation criterion is informed by the observation that if
the parameters of the underlying network and the campaign
effectiveness are such that the campaign can indeed reach a
significant fraction of the population, then the set of good
pioneers also forms a significant fraction of the population.
Therefore, in such a case, the firms can even adopt the na¨ıve
strategy of repeatedly picking and targeting some number of
pioneers at random from the population. With this strategy,
the probability of them picking a good pioneer will increase
geometrically fast with the number of tries.
1. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, firms had few avenues when trying to market
their products. And the most important of these avenues —
television, newspapers, billboards — are notoriously inflexi-
ble and inefficient from the firms’ point of view. Essentially,
a firm has to pay to reach even those people who would
never form a part of its target demographic ([14]). From
the consumers’ point of view, they are continuously bom-
barded with advertisements of products, a vast majority of
which do not interest them. In such a scenario, there is
even a possibility that a significant fraction of consumers
might just tune-off and become insensitive to every adver-
tisement. The idea of direct marketing tried to overcome
some of these problems by the construction of a database of
the buying patterns and other relevent information of the
population, and then targeting only those who are predis-
posed to get influenced by a particular marketing campaign
([12]). However, targeting the most responsive customers
individually can be expensive and thus limits the reach of
direct marketing. Moreover, it precludes the possibility of
positive externalities such as a favorable shift in preferences
of a demographic segment previously thought to be unre-
sponsive.
The penetration of internet and the emergence of huge on-
line social networks in the last decade has radically altered
the way that people consume media and print, leading to
an ongoing decline in importance of conventional channels
and consequently, marketing through them. This radical
shift has brought in its wake a host of opportunities as well
as challenges for the advertisers. On the one hand, firms
finally have the possibility to reach in a cost-effective way
not only the past responsive customers, but indeed all the
potentially responsive ones. The importance of this new
marketing medium is witnessed by the fact that most of
the big corporations, particularly those providing services
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or producing consumer goods, now have dedicated fan-pages
on social networks to interact with their loyal customers.
These, in turn, help the firms spread their new marketing
campaign to a large fraction of the network, reliably and at
a fraction of the cost incurred through traditional channels.
On the other hand, new firms without a loyal fan-base have
found it a hit-or-miss game to gain attention through the
new medium. Even though the marketing through network
is mostly a miss for these firms, but when it is a hit, it is a
spectacular one. This makes it tempting for firms to keep
waiting for that spectacular hit while their marketing budget
inflates beyond the point of no return. The fat-tail uncer-
tainty of viral marketing makes it inherently different from
conventional marketing and calls for a fundamentally dif-
ferent approach to decision-making: which individuals, and
how many, to initially target in the online network? What
amount of resources to spend on these initially targeted pi-
oneers? And most importantly, when to stop, admit the
inefficacy of the current campaign and develop a new one?
1.1 Results
In this paper, we introduce a generalized diffusion dynamic
on configuration model, which serves as a very useful ap-
proximation of an online social network, particularly when
one does not have an access to a detailed information about
the network structure. The diffusion dynamic that we study
on this underlying random network is essentially this: any
individual in the network influences a random subset of its
neighbours, the distribution of which depends on the effec-
tiveness of the marketing campaign.
We illustrate large-network-limit results on this model, rig-
orously proved in [6]. The empirical distribution of the num-
ber of friends that a person influences in the course of a
marketing campaign is taken as a measure of the effective-
ness of the campaign. We present a condition depending
on network degree-distribution (the emperical distribution
of the number of friends of a network member) and the ef-
fectiveness of a marketing campaign which, if satisfied, will
allow, with a non-negligible probability, the campaign to go
viral when started from a randomly chosen individual in
the network. Given this condition, we present an estimate
of the fraction of the population that is reached when the
campaign does go viral. We then show that under the same
condition, the fraction of good pioneers in the network, i.e.,
the individuals who if targeted initially will lead the cam-
paign to go viral, is non-negligible as well, and we give an
estimate of this fraction. We analyze in detail the process
of influence propagation on configuration model having two
types of degree-distribution: Poisson and Power Law. Three
examples illustrating the dynamic of influence propagation
on these two networks are considered: (1) Bernoulli trans-
missions; (2) Node percolation; (3) Coupon-collector trans-
missions.
Based on the above analysis, we offer a practical decision-
making guide for marketing on online networks which we
think would be particularly useful to firms with no prior ac-
cess to detailed network structure. Specifically, we consider
the na¨ıve strategy of picking some number of pioneers at ran-
dom from the population, spending some fixed amount of re-
sources on each of them and waiting to see if the campaign
goes viral, picking another batch if it does not. For this
strategy, we suggest what statistical data the firm should col-
lect from its pioneers, and based on these, how to estimate
the effectiveness of the campaign and make a cost-benefit
analysis.
1.2 Related Work
While the public imagination is captured by a new viral
video of a relatively unknown artist, researchers have been
trying to understand this phenomenon much before the emer-
gence of online social networks. It was first studied in the
context of the spread of epidemics on complex networks,
whence the term viral marketing originates ([3], [13]). The
impact of social network structure on the propagation of so-
cial and economic behavior has also been recognized ([5],
[15]) and there is growing evidence of its importance ([4]).
In the context of viral marketing, broadly speaking, two ap-
proaches have developed in trying to exploit the network
structure to maximize the probability of marketing cam-
paign going viral for each dollar spent. The first approach
tries to locate the most influential individuals in the net-
work who can then be targeted to seed the campaign ([11]).
This idea has been developed into a machine learning ap-
proach which relies on the availability of large databases
containing detailed information regarding the network struc-
ture and the past instances of influence propagation to come
up with the best predictor of the most influential individuals
who should be targeted for future campaigns ([7]). Our ap-
proach, although fundamentally based on the analysis of the
most influential network members, whom we call pioneers,
differs in its philosophy of how to apply this to make mar-
keting decisions. We do not rely on locating the pioneers by
data-mining the network since the tastes of online network
members shift at a rapid rate and the past can be an un-
reliable predictor for the current campaign. Moreover, the
network database is not necessarily accessible to every firm.
Therefore, we favor a strategy which enables one to gain
exposure to positive fat-tail events while covering his/her
back. However, since we suggest a way to measure the cur-
rent campaign’s effectiveness based on its ongoing diffusion
in the network, it can be used to develop better predictors
even when the network information is freely accessible.
The second approach that has become popular in this con-
text does not focus on locating influential network members
but instead on giving incentives to members to act as a con-
duit for the diffusion of the campaign ([2]). Various mech-
anisms for determining the optimal incentives have been
proposed and analyzed on random networks ([1]) as well
as on a deterministic network ([9]). This approach can be
particularly effective for web-based service providers, e.g.,
movie-renting business, where the non-monetary incentive
of using the service freely or cheaply for some period of
time can motivate people to proactively advertise to their
friends. However, it is not always possible to come up with
non-monetary expensive while offering monetary incentives
is not cost-effective. In such cases, our approach can offer
a more cost-effective alternative by leveraging the inherent
tendency of a social network to percolate information with-
out external incentives.
A variety of marketing strategies have been conceived com-
bining the two broad approaches that we described above.
We hope that our approach would enrich the spectrum and
further help in understanding and exploiting the phenomenon
of viral marketing.
2. MODEL AND THORETICAL CLAIMS
In this section, we introduce our model and informally de-
scribe the results which are rigorously proved in [6].
2.1 Model
Consider that the only information available to you about
an online social network is the number of friends that a sub-
set of network members have, a realistic assumption if you
are dealing with the biggest and the most important social
networks out there. In such a case, the best you can do is to
work with a uniform random network which agrees with the
statistics that you can obtain from the available information.
Such a uniform random network is obtained by constructing
what is known as configuration model (CM); cf [16]. This
random network is realized by attaching half-edges to each
vertex corresponding to its degree (which represents here,
the number of friends) and then uniformly pair-wise match-
ing them to create edges. We assume this model of the social
network throughout the paper and will use interchangeably
the terms“social graph”and“random network”meaning pre-
cisely the CM. We call the vertices of this graph “nodes” or
“users” and graph neighbours “friends”.
We consider a marketing campaign started from some ini-
tial target called pioneer in this network. The most natural
propagation dynamic to assume in the absence of any other
information is that a person influences a random subset of
its friends who further propagate the campaign in the same
manner. The number of friends that a person influences de-
pends on a particular campaign. To model this dynamic, we
enhance the configuration model by partitioning the half-
edges into transmitter half-edges, those through which the
influence can flow and receiver half-edges which can only re-
ceive influence. So, if a person A influences his friend B in
the network, then in our representation, A has a transmitter
half-edge matched to the transmitter or receiver half-edge
of B.
LetD andD(t) denote the empirically observed distributions
of total degree and transmitter degree respectively. Empiri-
cal receiver degree distribution, D(r), is therefore D −D(t).
Then we have the following large-network-limit results, rig-
orously proved in [6], but only informally stated here.
2.2 Theoretical claims
Claim 2.1. Starting from a randomly selected pioneer,
the campaign can go viral, i.e., reach a strictly positive frac-
tion of the population, with a strictly positive probability if
and only if
E[D(t)D] > E[D(t) +D]. (1)
Note that E[D(t)D] > E[D(t) +D] implies
E[D(D − 2)] > 0 (2)
and recall that this latter condition is necessary and suffi-
cient 1 for the existence of a (unique) connected component
of the underlying social graph, called big component, encom-
passing a strictly positive fraction of its population; cf [10].
Obviously, our campaign can go viral only within this big
component.
Call good pioneers the pioneers from which the campaign
can go viral.
Claim 2.2. If (1) is satisfied then the population reached
is, more or less, the same irrespective of the good pioneer
chosen initially.
Let C∗ denote the population reached by the campaign when
started from a good pioneer and C
∗
the set of good pioneers.
Claim 2.3. If (1) is satisfied then the set of good pioneers
C
∗
also forms a strictly positive fraction of the population.
The next claim gives the estimates on the size of C∗ and C
∗
.
Let
H(x) := E[D]x2 − E[D(r)]x− E[D(t)xD] (3)
and
H(x) := E[D]x2 − E[D(t)xD(t) ]− E[D(r)xD(t) ]x. (4)
If condition (1) is satisfied then H(x) and H(x) have unique
zeros in (0, 1). Call them ξ and ξ respectively. Denote also
by GD(x) = E[xD] and GD(t)(x) = E[x
D(t) ] the probability
generating function (pgf) of D and D(t), respectively.
Claim 2.4. If (1) is satisfied and n denotes the size of
network population, then for n large,
|C∗|
n
≈ 1−GD(ξ) =: α > 0 (5)
and ∣∣∣C∗∣∣∣
n
≈ 1−GD(t)(ξ¯) =: α > 0. (6)
Note that α can be interpreted as the probability that the
campaign goes viral when started from a randomly chosen
pioneer.
In the Appendix we sketch the main arguments allowing to
prove the above claims; see [6] for formal statements and
proofs. Recall also from [10] that under assumption (2) the
size |C0| of the big network component C0 satisfies for n
large
|C0|
n
≈ 1−GD(ξ0) =: α0 > 0 , (7)
1 under a few additional technical assumptions, as 0 <
E[D] < ∞, P{D = 1} > 0, which we tacitly assume
throughout the paper
where ξ0 is the unique zero of
H0(x) := E[D]x2 − xG′D(x)
in (0, 1), with G′D(x) denoting the derivative of the pgf of D.
3. EXAMPLES
Let us consider the results of Section 2 in the context of a
few illustrative network examples.
3.1 Bernoulli transmissions
Let us assume some arbitrary distribution of the degree D
satisfying (2) (to guarantee the existence of the big compo-
nent of the social graph). Suppose that each user decides in-
dependently for each of its friends with probability p ∈ [0, 1]
whether to transmit the influence to him or not. We call this
model CM with Bernoulli transmissions and p the transmis-
sion probability. Note that given the total degree D, the
transmitter degree Dt is Binomial(D, p) random variable.
Fact 3.1. In the CM with a general degree distribution D
satisfying (2) and Bernoulli transmissions, the campaign can
go viral if and only if the transmission probability p satisfies
p >
E[D]
E[D2]− E[D] . (8)
In this latter case the fraction of the influenced population
and the fraction of good pioneers are asymptotically equal to
each other |C∗|/n ≈ |C¯∗|/n =: α, for large n, and satisfy
α = 1−GD(ξ) , (9)
where ξ is the unique zero of the function
E[D]((x− 1)/p+ 1)−G′D(x)
in (0, 1).
Proof. Bernoulli transmissions with (3) and (4) imply
H(x) = E[D]x2 − (1 − p)E[D]x − pxG′D(x) and H(x) =
E[D]x2 − G′D(1 − p(1 − x)). Moreover GD(t)(x) = GD(1 −
p(1 − x)). Dividing H(x) by px and substituting y := 1 −
p(1− x) in H(x) and GD(t)(x) completes the proof.
Consider two specific network degree examples.
Example 3.2 (Poisson degree). When D has Pois-
son distribution of parameter λ (in which case the CM is
asymptotically equivalent to the Erdo¨s-Re´nyi model) the
condition (8) reduces to
λp > 1
and the fraction of the influenced population and good pio-
neers (9) is equal to
α = (1− ξ)/p ,
where ξ is the unique zero of the function
(x− 1)/p+ 1− exp(λ(x− 1)
in (0, 1) .
More commonly observed degree-distributions in social net-
works have power-law tails.
Example 3.3 (Power-Law (“zipf”) degree). Assume
D having distribution
P{D = k} = k−β/ζ(β) k = 1, 2, . . . ,
with β > 2, where ζ(β) is the zeta function. Recall that the
pgf of D is equal to GD(x) = Liβ(x)/ζ(β), where Liβ(x) =∑∞
k=1 k
−βxk is the so-called poly-logarithmic function. Con-
dition (2) for the existence of the big component is equivalent
to
ζ(β − 2)− 2ζ(β − 1) > 0 ,
which is approximately β < 3.48. Condition (8) reduces to
p > ζ(β − 1)/(ζ(β − 2)− ζ(β − 1))
and the fraction of the influenced population and good pio-
neers (9) is equal to
α = 1− Liβ(ξ) ,
where ξ is the unique zero of the function
xζ(β − 1)((x− 1)/p+ 1)− Liβ−1(x)
in (0, 1).
Recall from Fact 3.1, that Bernoulli transmissions lead to the
model where the fraction of the influenced population and
the fraction of good pioneers are asymptotically equal to
each other. In what follows we present two scenarios where
the set of good pioneers and the influenced population have
different size.
3.2 Enthusiastic and apathetic users or node
percolation
Consider CM with a general degree distribution D satis-
fying (1), whose nodes either transmit the influence to all
their friends (these are“enthusiastic”nodes) or do not trans-
mit to any of their friends (“apathetic” ones). Let p denote
the fraction of nodes in the network which are enthusiastic.
Note that this model corresponds to the node-percolation 2
on the CM. Thus, in this model, given D, D(t) = D with
probability p and D(t) = 0 with probability 1− p.
Fact 3.4. Consider node-percolation on the CM with a
general degree distribution D satisfying (2). The campaign
can go viral if and only if the fraction p of enthusiastic
users satisfies condition (3.1); the same as for the Bernoulli
model. Moreover, in this case, the fraction α of reached
population is also the same as in the network with Bernoulli
transmissions, i.e., equal to (9) with ξ as in Fact 3.1. How-
ever, the fraction α of good pioneers is equal to α = pα.
The proof follows easily from the general results of Sec-
tion 2.2. Note that the campaign on the network with enthu-
siastic and apathetic users can reach the same population as
in the Bernoulli transmissions, however there are less good
pioneers.
2different than edge-percolation
3.3 Absentminded users or coupon-collector
transmissions
Consider again CM with a general degree distribution D sat-
isfying (1). Suppose that each user is willing (or allowed)
to transmit K messages of influence. In this regard, it ran-
domly selects K times one of his friends with replacement
(as if he were forgetting his previous choices). An equiva-
lent dynamic of the influence propagation can be formulated
as follows: every influenced user, at all times, keeps choos-
ing one of its friends uniformly at random and transmits the
influence to him; it stops forwarding the influence after K
transmissions.
In this model the transmission degree D(t) correspond to the
number of collected coupons in the classical coupon collector
problem with the number of coupons being the vertex degree
D and the number of trials K. The conditional distribution
of D(t) given D can be expressed as follows:
P{D(t) = k |D } = D!
(D − k)!D−K
{K
k
}
,
where {K
k
} = 1/k!∑Ki=0(−1)i(ki)(k−i)K is the Stirling num-
ber of the second kind.
Calculating the pgf for this distribution is tedious and we do
not present analytical results regarding this model but only
simulations and estimation. As we shall see in Section 3.4,
in this model the influenced population is smaller than the
population of good pioneers.
3.4 Numerical examples
We will present now a few numerical examples of networks
and diffusion models presented above.
3.4.1 Simulations
In all our examples we simulate the enhanced configuration
model on N = 1000 nodes assuming some particular node
degree D distribution and influence propagation mechanism
modeled by the conditional distribution of the transmitter
degree D(t). More precisely, we sample the individual node
degrees and transmitter degrees (Di, D
(t)
i ) i = 1 ... N inde-
pendently from the joint distribution of (D,D(t)) and use
these values to construct an instance of our enhanced CM
by uniform pairwise matching of the half-edges. We calcu-
late the relative size of the influenced population and the
set of good pioneers through the exploration of the influ-
enced components for all nodes. 3 In fact, relative sizes
of the populations reached from different pioneers concen-
trate very clearly, as shown on Figure 1, which illustrates
the statement of Claim 2.1.
3.4.2 Estimation
We adopt also the following“semi-analytic”approach: Using
the sample (Di, D
(t)
i ), i = 1, . . . , N used to construct the
3The simulations are run in python using the networkx pack-
age.
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Figure 1: Concentration of the relative sizes of pop-
ulations reached from different pioneers. CM with
Poisson degree of mean λ = 2 and Bernoulli trans-
missions with p = 0.8.
CM, we consider estimators
GˆD(x) :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
xDi (10)
Gˆ
(t)
D (x) :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
xD
(t)
i (11)
Hˆ(x) :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
Dix
2 − (Di −D(t)i )x−D(t)i xDi
)
(12)
Hˆ(x) :=
N∑
i=1
(
Dix
2 −D(t)i xD
(t)
i − (Di −D(t)i )xD
(t)
i +1
)
(13)
of the functions GD(x), GD(t)(x), H(x) and H(x), respec-
tively. We calculate estimators αˆ and αˆ of the fraction of
the influenced population α and of good pioneers α using
Claim 5 and the estimated functions GˆD(x), GˆD(t)(x), Hˆ(x)
and Hˆ(x). (That is, we find numerically zeros ξˆ and ξˆ of
Hˆ(x) and Hˆ(x), respectively, and plug them into (5) and (6),
with GˆD(x) and GˆD(t)(x) replacing GD(x) and GD(t)(x).)
Note that in the semi-analytic approach we do not need
to know/construct the realization of the underlying model.
This observation is a basis of a campaign evaluation method
that we propose in Section 4. In fact, in reality one usu-
ally does not have the complete insight into the network
structure and needs to rely on statistics collected from the
initially contacted pioneers.
3.4.3 Analytic evaluation
Finally, for all models, except the “coupon-collector” one of
Section 3.3, we calculate numerically the values of α and α
using the explicit forms of all the involved functions. (For
the coupon-collector model we obtained the “true” values of
α and α from a sample of (Di, D
(t)
i ) of a larger size N .)
When comparing these analytic solutions to the simulation
and semi-analytic estimates we see that in some cases N =
1000 is not big enough to match the theoretical values. One
can easily consider larger samples, however we decided to
stay with N = 1000 to show how the quality of the esti-
mation varies over different model assumptions. Also, N =
1000 seems to be near the lower range of the number of ini-
tial pioneers one needs to contact to produce a reasonable
prognosis for the development of the campaign.
3.4.4 Case study
Figures 2 and 3 present Bernoulli influence propagation on
the CM with Poisson and Power-Law degree distribution of
mean E[D] = 2, 4, 6. Bernoulli transmissions imply the set
of good pioneers and influenced population of the same size.
The Power-Law degree with β < 3 leads to positive fraction
of good pioneers and influenced component for all p > 0,
while for the Poisson degree distribution one observes the
phase transition at p = 1/λ. That is, the fractions of good
pioneers and the influenced component are strictly positive
if and only if p > 1/λ.
Figure 4 shows again the model with Bernoulli transmissions
on CM with Poisson and Power-Law degree distribution, this
time however for E[D] ≈ 1.35 for which both models exhibit
the phase transition in p.
A general observation is that the Power-Law degree distri-
bution gives smaller critical values of p for the existence of
a positive fraction of influenced population and good pio-
neers, however for these the size of these sets increase with
the transmission probability p more slowly in the Bernoulli
model. Obviously the values of α = α at p = 1 correspond
to the size of the biggest connected component of the un-
derlying CM.
Figure 5 shows the node percolation (or “apathetic and en-
thusiastic users) on CM with Poisson and Power-Law degree
distribution of mean E[D] ≈ 2. Note that the influenced
components have the same size as for Bernoulli transmis-
sions, however good components are smaller. The critical
values of p for the phase transition are also the same as
for Bernoulli transitions. Note that estimation of the node
percolation model is more difficult than the Bernoulli trans-
missions because of higher variance of the estimators.
Finally, Figure 6 shows that the coupon collector dynamics
(“absentminded users”) on CM produces bigger sets of good
pioneers than the influenced population.
4. APPLICATION TO VIRAL CAMPAIGN
EVALUATION
What does the analysis presented up to now suggest in terms
of strategy for a firm which is just about to start a new
marketing campaign on an online social network without
having any prior information about the network structure?
If the fraction of good pioneers in the network is non-negligible,
the firm has a strictly positive probability of picking a good
pioneer even when it picks a pioneer uniformly at random
from the network. Now when is the fraction of good pio-
neers non-negligible? Since the firm has no prior information
about the network structure and the campaign effectiveness,
the best it can do is to collect information from its pioneers
regarding the number of friends that they have (total degree)
and the number of friends they influence in this campaign
(transmitter degree), and then assume that the network is
a uniform random network having the sampled total degree
and transmitter degree distributions. The collected informa-
tion, denote it by (Di, D
(t)
i ), i = 1, . . . , N , allows to estimate
various quantities relevant to the potential development of
the ongoing campaign, as we did in 3.4.
More precisely the results presented in Section 2.2 suggest
the following approach.
Network fragmentation. The first and foremost question
is whether the network is not too fragmented to allow for
viral marketing. This is related to condition (2). In order to
answer this question one considers the following estimator
of E[D2 − 2D]
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
D2i − 2Di
)
.
If the value of this estimator is not sharply larger than zero
then the firm must assume that the network is too frag-
mented to allow for viral marketing. Natural confidence
intervals can be considered in this context too. Evidently,
the confidence increase as the firm picks more pioneers and
collects more data.
Effectiveness of the campaign. If one estimates that the
network is not too fragmented, then the firm can evaluate
the effectiveness of the ongoing campaign. It is related to
condition (1). Again one considers the natural estimate of
E[DD(t) −D(t) −D]
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
DiD
(t)
i −Di −D(t)i
)
.
If the value of this estimator is sharply larger than zero then
the firm can assume that there is a realistic chance of picking
a good pioneer via random sampling and make the campaign
go viral. Otherwise, the previous phase of the campaign can
be considered as non-efficient.
Cost-benefit analysis. If the firm deems the campaign to
be effective, it can then, exactly as we did in 3.4.2, come up
with the estimates of the relative fractions of good pioneers
and population vulnerable to influnce, and do a cost-benefit
analysis. What we have described is an outline which can be
used by the firms to come up with a rational methodology
for making decisions in the context of viral marketing.
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Figure 2: CM with Poisson degree of mean λ = 2, 4, 6
and Bernoulli transmissions with probability p. The
set of good pioneers and the influenced population
are of the same size. Their fraction is strictly posi-
tive for p > 1/λ.
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Figure 3: CM with Power-Law degree of parameter
β = 2.450, 2.180, 2.115 (corresponding to E[D] ≈ 2, 4, 6
and Bernoulli transmissions with probability p. The
set of good pioneers and the influenced population
are of the same size. Their fraction is strictly posi-
tive for all p > 0 whenever β ≤ 3.
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Figure 4: CM with Poisson and Power-Law degree
of mean E[D] ≈ 1.35 (λ = 1.35 and β = 3.035) and
Bernoulli transmissions. The set of good pioneers
and the influenced population are of the same size
for each model. One observes the phase transition
in both models, at p = 1/λ and p = ζ(β−1)/(ζ(β−2)−
ζ(β − 1), respectively.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Diffusion studies on networks generally tend to focus on the
component of population which is vulnerable to influence,
the component that can be reached starting from an initial
target. In this work, we focus on the other side of coin, i.e.,
the subset of population, called good pioneers, from which
an initial target must be picked so that a large fraction of
the population is influenced.
Our analysis of the set of good pioneers is based on a new
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Figure 5: Node percolation (“apathetic and enthu-
siastic users”) on CM with Poisson and Power-Law
degree of mean E[D] ≈ 2 (λ = 2 and β = 2.45). The in-
fluenced component and the critical values for p are
equal to these for the CM with Bernoulli transmis-
sions. The set of good pioneers is smaller than the
influenced population. We do not observe the phase
transition for the Power-Law model since β < 3.
approach proposed in [6], consisting of identifying this sub-
set as the big component of a reverse dynamic in which an
“acknowledgement” message is sent in the reversed direction
on every edge thus allowing to trace all the possible sources
of influence of a given vertex.
Based on the recent graph-theoretical results obtained through
this approach regarding the existence and the size of both
subsets: of good pioneers and vulnerable population, we pro-
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Figure 6: Coupon collector dynamics“absentminded
users”) on CM with Poisson and Power-Law degree
of mean E[D] ≈ 2 (λ = 2 and β = 2.45). The set of
good pioneers is bigger than the influenced popula-
tion.
pose a simple yet useful methodology for the analysis of an
ongoing viral marketing campaign from the statistical data
gathered at its early stage. It allows to verify whether the
network is not too fragmented, check the effectiveness of the
previous phase of the campaign, and gives tools for mak-
ing rational economic decisions regarding its future develop-
ment.
Among many interesting questions raised by the present
work, let us mention the relationship between connectedness
of the sub-graph induced by good pioneers and the measures
of centrality for viral marketing.
APPENDIX
In what follows we briefly present the main arguments lead-
ing to the results presented in Section 2.2. See [6] for the
details.
A. INFLUENCE DIFFUSION ANALYSIS
A standard technique for the analysis of diffusion of infor-
mation on the CM involves the simultaneous exploration
of the model and the propagation of the influence. This
exploration-and-propagation process can be approximated
at two different “scales”: A branching process can be used
to approximate the initial phase of the process. In fact, the
CM is locally “tree-like” and probability of non-extinction
of this tree should be related to the probability of choosing
a good pioneer for the influence propagation. A fluid limit
analysis can be used to describe the evolution of the process
up to the time when the exploration of a big component is
completed and to characterize the size of this component.
The latter approach, recently proposed in [10], is adopted
in [6] to prove the results presented in Section 2.2.
A fundamental difference with respect to the study of the
big component of the classical CM stems from the directional
character of our propagation dynamic: the edges matching a
transmitter and a receiver half-edge can relay the influence
from the transmitter half-edge to the receiver one, but not
the other way around. This means that the good pioneers
do not need to belong to the big (influenced) component,
and vice versa.
In this context, a reverse dynamic is introduced in [6], in
which a message (think of an “acknowledgement”) can be
sent in the reversed direction on every edge (from an ar-
bitrary half-edge to the receiver one), which traces all the
possible sources of influence of a given vertex. This reversed
dynamic can be studied using the same fluid-limit approach
as the original one, leading to the proof of uniqueness of the
big component of the reversed process and the characteriza-
tion of its size. It is shown in [6] that this reverse-dynamic
approach precisely coincides with the probability of the non-
extinction of the branching process approximating the initial
phase of the original (forward) exploration process. That
is (under some additional technical assumptions, which we
expect can be relaxed), the big component of the reverse
process coincides with the set of good pioneers.
In what follows we briefly present the details of both dy-
namics as well as the branching process approximation.
A.1 Analysis of the forward-propagation pro-
cess
Throughout the construction and propagation process, we
keep track of what we call active transmitter half-edges. To
begin with, all the vertices and the attached half-edges are
sleeping but once influenced, a vertex and its half-edges be-
come active. Both sleeping and active half-edges at any time
constitute what we call living half-edges and when two half-
edges are matched to reveal an edge along which the flow of
influence has occurred, the half-edges are pronounced dead.
Half-edges are further classified according to their ability
or inability to transmit information as transmitters and re-
ceivers respectively. We initially give all the half-edges i.i.d.
random maximal lifetimes with exponential (mean one) dis-
tribution, then go through the following algorithm.
C1 If there is no active half-edge (as in the beginning),
select a sleeping vertex and declare it active, along with
all its half-edges. For definiteness, we choose the vertex
uniformly at random among all sleeping vertices. If
there is no sleeping vertex left, the process stops.
C2 Pick an active transmitter half-edge and kill it.
C2 Wait until the next living half-edge dies (spontaneously,
due to the expiration of its exponential life-time). This
is joined to the one killed in previous step to form an
edge of the graph along which information has been
transmitted. If the vertex it belongs to is sleeping, we
change its status to active, along with all of its half-
edges. Repeat from the first step.
Every time C2.2 is performed, we choose a vertex and trace
the flow of influence from here onwards. Just before C2.2
is performed again, when the number of active transmitter
half-edges goes to 0, we’ve explored the extent of the graph
component that the chosen vertex can influence, that had
not been previously influenced.
In a typical evolution of the exploration process for large n
(number of nodes), the number of active transmitter half-
edges visits 0 some number of times at an early stage of
the exploration (these times correspond to the completion
of “small” influenced components) before finally it takes off
and stays strictly positive for a long period. The fist visit
to 0 after this long period corresponds to the completion
of a big influenced component. In the “fluid-limit” scaling
of the process (when the number of nodes goes to infinity)
trajectories of the fraction of active transmitter half-edges
converge to the deterministic function H(e−t), where H is
given by (3). The smallest strictly positive time t0 > 0 for
which H(e−t0) = 0 approximates the time to the completion
of a big influenced component. Also, the fraction of all dis-
covered nodes up to time t < t0 converges to 1 − GD(e−t).
It can be shown that the total size of all the small com-
ponents discovered before the big one is negligible. Hence
the fraction of nodes influenced in the first big component
is approximately 1−GD(e−t0), which is the first statement
of Claim 2.4. Uniqueness of such a big component can also
be concluded form the fluid limit approximation.
A.2 Analysis of the reverse-propagation pro-
cess
One introduces the following dynamic to trace the possi-
ble sources of influence of a randomly chosen vertex. As in
the forward process, we initially give all the half-edges i.i.d.
random maximal lifetimes with exponential (mean one) dis-
tribution and then go through the following algorithm.
D1 If there is no active half-edge (as in the beginning),
select a sleeping vertex and declare it active, along with
all its half-edges. For definiteness, we choose the vertex
uniformly at random among all sleeping vertices. If
there is no sleeping vertex left, the process stops.
D2 Pick an active half-edge and kill it.
D3 Wait until the next transmitter half-edge dies (spon-
taneously). This is joined to the one killed in previous
step to form an edge of the graph. If the vertex it
belongs to is sleeping, we change its status to active,
along with all of its half-edges. Repeat from the first
step.
The analysis of this process goes along the same lines as that
of the forward one, with H(x) and GD(x) replaced by H(x)
and GD(t)(x), respectively.
Additional work is needed (cf [6] to formally relate the big
component of the dual process to the set of good pioneers.
The branching approximation described in what follows con-
firms this formal approach.
A.3 Branching-process approximation of the
probability of choosing a good pioneer
In this approach one approximates the exploration of the
original process at an early stage (before loops appear) by a
Galton-Watson branching process, and conjectures that the
probability of the extinction of this process is equal to the
probability of choosing a good pioneer. Using the well known
result for the Galton-Watson branching process, cf e.g. [8],
this probability can be shown equal to the right-hand-side
of (6).
More precisely, if we start the exploration with a uniformly
chosen pioneer, its degree distribution follows (D(r), D(t))
with total degree, D = D(r)+D(t). However, since the prob-
ability of getting influenced is proportional to one’s total de-
gree, the degrees of the friends of this pioneer won’t follow
this joint distribution. Their joint receiver-and-transmitter
degree distribution, denoted by (D˜(r), D˜(t)), is given by
P{ D˜(r) = v, D˜(t) = w } = (v + 1) pv+1,w + (w + 1) pv,w+1
E[D]
.
(14)
The same (modified) distribution characterizes the nodes in
the subsequent generations of the branching process. The
well known condition for the non-extinction of the branching
process which diverges from the first-generation,
E[D˜(t)] > 1,
can be shown to agree with (1). Further, if this condition
is satisfied, the extinction probability p˜ext of this branching
process can be shown to be equal to the smallest zero of
H(x) (as defined in (4)) in the interval (0, 1). Finally, the
non-extinction probability of the whole process started at
the initial pioneer is equal 1 − E
[
(p˜ext)
D(t)
]
, which agrees
with the right-hand-side of (6).
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